is, in the sense of (2), uniformly dense in [0, 2a] . Let a closed Jordan-curve 1 of the complex r-plane be given. lying on 1 is called uniformly dense if, mapping the exterior of I schlicht-conformally and the periphery continuously on the closed exterior of the unit circle of the z-plane, we obtain on the circumference of the unit, circle a sequence of points
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uniformly dense in the sense of (4).2 We have to explain the case, when 1 degenerates into an open arc on the f-plane.
In this case, in the same say as in (5), we obtain two zin) belonging to one my'"'. Let I be e.g. the interval [-1, +l] ; in this case the mapping function being{=; z+; ( > , the connection between the [i"' and z,!~), i.e. between r!"' and (pin), respectively, is p = $(ew + e-++') = cos $p v = 1,2, a'* n, n = 1,2, a*., 0 i cp!"' < 2X. To this definition, appearing art.ificial at t,he first moment, we may give geomet.ric sense in the following way: Let us draw upon [ -1, + 11 a semicircle and project the point z!~) upon the circle and obtain Ai n). Then 9:"' means clearly t.he angle between the posit'ive real axis and OA:"'.
So t.he above definition means that a sequence of points in [ -1, + 11 is here called uniformly dense if, projected upon the unit circle, the projections are uniformly distributed. According to this definition the most uniform distribution is the case cp!"' = vr/(n + l), (v = 1, 2, . . . n, n = 1, 2, . . . ), attained when the sequence of points in [-1, fl] is [S"' = 120s m/(n + 1) (v = 1,2, . . . , n, n = 1,2, . . . ). Let us observe that for t,his sequence where U,(S) are the Tchebysheff-polynomials of second kind; U, (cos Zp) differs only in a factor from sin (n + l)O/sin 0, which is independent of 29; these polynomials are well known by t>heir many important ext.remal propert#ies. This 2v -1 holds also in the important case 6pbn) = 2n r. In both cases exactly II 1 B -01 n p y (n fixed), fall in any subinterval [a, 131 of [O, ?r] ; the bracket 7r P-a in the last expression means the largest integer contained in I_ n.
According to Weyl's criterion the uniformly dense distributioi of a sequence of points is assured by the asymptotic behaviour of certain sequences associated with it. Fekete4 gives another criterion of the uniform dense distribution; he forms with the sequence of points !J& the sequence of polynomials Our proof diiers thoroughly from Ohat of Fekete and besides it is elementary. A(n) in (7) denotes any function of n tending monotonically to infinity and for which, following Tchebysheff, A(n) 2 2.
The proof requires a theorem of M. Riesz,' the proof of which is so short that for sake of completeness we may reproduce it as a LEMMA.
Let the trigonometric polynomial f(q) of order n take its absolute maximum in [O, 27r] at cp = cpO ; then the distance of the next root from this (a0 is at least a/2n to the right or to the left. Thus a jortiori: if j(p) takes its absolute maximum between two real roots, then the distance between these roots is 2 r/n. PROOF. Suppose that the theorem is -false. Without any loss of generality we may assume ~0 = 0, there is a maximum at CP = q. and t.he value of this maximum is 1. Suppose, that the next root, lies to the right. we have, for E < rl"' -r!+"l This is less than 1M for sufficiently small c, which contradicts the fact that fi({) is an extremum polynomial.
Thus ji(cos 8) is a polynomial of order n the k + 21 roots of which in [CY, p] (12) takes its minimum value for the (2n -l)th polynomial orthogonal to the weightfunction p(p) = 1 1 + x j2'. According to a theorem of Szegij these polynomials may be expressed in terms of Jacobi polynomials but we prefer to present them in the form of an explicit integral interesting in itself. For m = 2n -1 we write
This expression is a polynomial; we prove it by showing that R&-1) = F;,+(-1) = . * . = Fg$$l' (-1) = 0. The first of these equations is an immediate consequence of (14). Since for 1 S Y I 2 -1 we have by ( which by the substitution t = zw can be transformed into l(2nlf 1) hil fp,, (1 -W)1-1W2ndw = 1(2n: ") I-(1 -W)1--1W2ndw = 1.
And now we have to verify the relation of orthogonality. Let I , , 1 ~s&)W 11 + z 12' dp = A. u=O,l,--* 
Here the first integral is a polynomial of z of degree (1 -1) ; thus it has no influence upon our assertion. The second one we transform by the substitution t = zw into 2 2n o1 (1 s -w)l-'(1 + 2w)l wzn--l dw.
Thus the second term is a polynomial the lowest term of which is 2n, which establishes the orthogonality.
The minimum value is given by && (z)2n-z 1 1 + 2 jzz drp = X (the coefficient of zzn in Fz,&z)), which by the form of Fz,,+&z) in (15) equals 2" * By the above argument it can be seen that the function y = 0 is to be approximated not essentially worse, in Bessel's sense, by a polynomial of the form 3.T + 3.. , even when the polynomial has somewhere in [ -1, +l] a root t,he multiplicity of which is less than [t/n]. We are of the opinion that this very probably holds also for the Tchebysheff approximation; i.e. there exists a polynomial of degree nf(x) = xn + . . . , which has somewhere in [ -1, + l] a root of the multiplicity [dn] , and yet in [ -1, +l] where B is independent of n. By this it is clear that in general, the above theorem is not to be improved. NOTE II.
Let w&c) = 2-+ . . . be the polynomial of degree n minimizing for polynomials of degree n of the form f(z) = 2% + . . . the integral (17) 
